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A Walk by the Sungei
Stroll amidst tall grass on both sides, a interesting
changing landscape from low-rise factories to
towering residential blocks in the background, before
returning back to low-rise housing and greenery.
This Rail Corridor runs almost parallel to the broad
Sungei Pang Sua, with the park connector on its
western bank.

Start

Woodlands Rd:
Bus stop B17
160,170,178,927,
960,961 (all except 927
pass by Kranji MRT)

Sg Kadut Ave

From Sg Kadut Ave to Choa Chu Kang Rd
Approx distance: 3.3 km
Set aside at least 2 to 2.5 hrs for this trip
Small rail bridge
over a drain!

Difficulty: 2 / 5 – Easy to walk, do avoid SLA

Get a view of Sg
Pang Sua with
its earth banks
before starting

works at the Sg Kadut Ave, Stagmont Ring Rd and
Choa Chu Kang Rd level crossings, and take care
when passing by construction sites near Ten Mile
Junction!
Picturesque: The long railway
tracks, the swaying tall grass and
the towering HDB flats. Wonderful
if the sunset fits in too!
Tall developments aren’t
always undesirable! Come
another time to capture a shot
from the blocks (e.g. 687D, or
multi-storey carpark 692) of
the river and the rail corridor

Water features at the divergence

Yew Tee
MRT

of Sungei Pang Sua, which
then flows to Kranji Reservoir
westwards and to Straits of Johor
northwards

A lone tree stands by the river
bank, watching the flow of time

Interesting design (Yew Mei
Green)… whether you like the
blockish character is your own
preference

Pang Sua Park Connector!
If you’re planning to cycle
or jog here =)
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Get on the tracks via
Stagmont Ring Rd
Massive
Downtown Line
Station depot
under
construction
here

Woodlands Rd:
Bus stop B09
160,170,178,960,961
(all pass by Kranji MRT)
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A Walk by the Sungei
(continued)

Not much photo opportunity…
would have been nicer if the
track ran by the river bank

Lots of
construction
work around
here.. be
careful

Pang Sua Park
Connector

End

The rail bridge behind former Ten
Mile Junction. For a better view,
go to the opposite bank (Pang
Sua Park Connector).
No public accessible vantage
point from the nearby HDB blks
though (unless you know
someone staying here)
Phoenix LRT
(from Choa Chu
Kang MRT)

* This is only a guide on the possible walking route, pls
take care of your own safety, and check the public
transport available. Have an open mind, and you might
discover more things than shown here!
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Woodlands Rd:
Bus stop B01
160,170,178,960,961

Access via Choa
Chu Kang Rd

